George Wallace To Perform Tonight!

By Brent Larson
Sports Editor

Tonight, Knight Auditorium will be filled by the sound of laughter, as George Wallace and others will be sharing their views on life, the world, and yes, your mother. Admission is free for Babson students, and George will be throwing Spring Weekend '95 T-shirts to some lucky fans in the crowd.

The headliner, George Wallace, has been performing comedy for the past sixteen years, and does not want to stop anytime soon. He began his life as a comedian after many years in the business world. During his life before comedy, he worked as both a rag salesman and a Vice President of a company where he supervised the sale of all space on the side of NYC buses. Many were known to say that George was a "successful businessman." During this time, George was not interested in cash, as his VP job was bringing him upwards of $70,000 a year, and many were surprised by his sudden career change.

Sixteen years ago, Wallace's life took a sudden turn. He went from being a businessman, to a nobody in the world of comedy. His job in his new career came as a writer for "The Red Fox Show." During this time, he began to prepare for his career as a stand-up comedian, and received his first big break during a television special called, "The Big Laff Off," at least over 150 entrants to take first place. This allowed George to book club dates across the country, and his career took off.

The many club dates that Wallace sold out allowed him to make a move into television and movies. George has been featured in an HBO "One Night Stand," and has starred in two sitcoms that never really caught on. As for motion pictures, George appeared in "A Boy's Life," "Big Fat Pig," "Right You're A Fool, Hot Ti Tie," and "Puff Daddy." From the Edge" to name a few. Wallace is currently finishing up work on the new film, "Batman Forever," where he will be playing the Mayor of Gotham City.

Wallace has a unique style and presence while on the stage. He says that he is able to make people laugh by playing with language and the funny things that people say. For example, one of Wallace's oldies but goodies is, "he died an untimely death, you tell me, when is death ever timely?"

One thing that you won't see tonight is vulgarity. Wallace has been known in some circles as the "King of the Campus Jokes," due to the fact that the last twenty minutes of his show is usually dedicated to Mama Jokes. So he prepared to hear the George Wallace tell in-depth stories about your mother in front of all of your friends tonight.

Come and kick off Spring Weekend 1995 tonight in Knight Auditorium at 8:00PM, with George Wallace and be prepared to laugh.

Spring Weekend 1995... A Way of Life for Some

By Brent Larson
(Again)

This year you may have heard about the two major events that are taking place during Spring Weekend, but lost in the clamor has been a majority of the events that make this weekend a success. This year, the Spring Weekend Committee has planned a weekend full of excitement for all.

The weekend begins with George Wallace making you laugh "'til you drop, tonight in Knight Auditorium. After the comedy, money on over to Roger's Pub and "Hang Loose." Thursday's festivities coincide with the annual ZBT Midnight BBQ, in the Quad. Friday begins with a theme dinner on the Park Manor South Lawn, entitled "The Looz." After this fine dinner he prepared to rock as the Mighty Mighty Bosstones invade Knight Auditorium. The last performance of the Babson band Big Juggs will take place on Friday, as they will be one of two opening bands.

Saturday brings the third annual S.U.R.P. Volleyball tournament, and the return of a Babo legend...Emarrass Us. This year the team of, Mike "Mad Dog" Gallix, Bill "Snake" Thieftoul, Scott "Blade" Sarian, and Mark "Goddick" Coundourous, will be called Embarrass Us...One Last Time. The history of volleyball begins in 1993 with the humble formation of a team to compete in the first S.U.R.P. extravaganza. That year, one of the team members, Scott Sarian, had yet to show the world that he was the founder, Bill, was looking for (he was too good), and the team elected to go with Robert Conard instead. This decision proved to be a wise one, as they were embarrassed in the first round of the event.

The next year saw the addition of Scott and the loss of Rob, but the team showed poise in dealing with the loss. Scott brought a new dimension to this team of "athletes" with his unique style and the strange ability to actually play volleyball. This year also brought the first victory to the team that thrives on losing. Bill credits the victory to, "not being drunk enough and paying off the S.U.R.P. officials to get the easiest first round game." In the second round, the team suffered an embarrassing loss in overtime, 11-6. According to Bill, "Our loss was due to a poor effort by Mark Coundourous, who single-handedly lost the first point of the game." As for Mark, he felt that the loss was a team effort, and they all contributed equally.

Emarrass Us was called "The team will be preparing by having a hearty breakfast consisting of screwdrivers and beer." As for Coundourous, "We're at least good enough to make the final four, each year the team prepares for the next season, and year is no exception. The team will be preparing for a heart-beating breakfast consisting of screwdrivers and beer. Following the breakfast, the team will begin putting on their uniforms. This year the team name, Embarrass Us...One Last Time, will be ready to laugh and have a good time on the stage, in the crowd, and in the hearts of the Kennedy-Anthems.
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Spring Weekend: A Way of Life
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Us... One Last Time, will be written on the covers and backs of the competitors, and regardless of the weather, they will be shirtless. As for each team member, they have their own reasons for participating in this event. "Gladlock said, "I want to "f*ck Kato Kastin are my inspiration. I've been training by jogging and watching CJ. and Lance has really taught me. I'm dedicating this weekend to him. Also, I was forced by Bill to play."

Blade said, "It's really impressive to tell seventeen year olds that I play volleyball." Bill and Mike were unable to think up their own reasons, but they did mention that getting "jizz drunk by noon," had something to do with it. They also mentioned that their biggest challenge this year will be, "making it through a whole game, without having to stop to pizz." The one windy occurred when the team attempted to register for the tournament. According to Gill, "We went to the place where they (the school) told us to sign up, and all we found was Lynn Santorso posing hard Mighty Bosstones tickets. We were mad. Although we pressured her into telling us the truth, she did uphold the facade and made us miss the entry deadline." The team overcome this plot and was allowed to enter the event.

A final note on the S.U.R.F. event, Bill does know what will happen if they win it all, but hopefully, the team will celebrate in an embarrassing loss by smoking Cohan cigs. This team's goal of being embarrassed should be a breeze if this team is to be successful in their endeavor to win the championship, they will have to bear the largest fluid of names ever. As for the rest of Spring Weekend, if anyone cares, Saturday night will bring the Ray Boston Beach Party to Pepacola, starting at 9:00PM. On Sunday, go to the Earth Day Celebration, and Forrest Gump at night, both events are in the Quad. Have a nice Spring Weekend 1995.

John's Place
Hair Care

PRECISION DESIGN CUTS FOR MEN AND WOMEN

TEL. (617) 235-1444
By Appointment Only

$10.00 OFF NEW CLIENT VISIT W/ AD!

(MEN'S REG. - $20, WOMEN'S REG. - $25)

447 WORCESTER STREET, WELLESLEY HILLS SQUARE
OPPOSITE THE CLOCK TOWER

Garber Travel can show you how to do it, at the best bargain prices available.

GARBER TRAVEL
1300 Worcester Road, Natick
655-2100

The Babson Free Press
**Announcements**

**Commemoration Tickets**
Tickets for commencement seating under the tent (limit 8) should be picked up during the week of May 1, 4-6 p.m. at the Office of Special Events, first floor of Millie Hall. Although we are not able to seat more than eight people per graduate, there is ample room for standing, and we have found from past experience that many people enjoy the freedom of moving about outside the tent. People are welcome to bring their own lightweight folding chairs since the visibility will be good and the sound will still be excellent. Please adhere to the 1-4 p.m. time slot.

**Leaving for the Summer?**
In preparation for departure, please prepare your rooms in the following manner:

1. Sign up with your RA for a time to meet him/her to check out your room.
2. Thoroughly clean your room by emptying the trash, cleaning out drawers, and removing all of your belongings.
3. Make sure all the furniture that was in your room at the beginning of the year is returned and set-up correctly.
4. Make sure that your telephone is in your room.
5. Return all keys to your RA.
6. If you have a roommate, try to coordinate it so that you both check out at the same time.
7. Any damage will be assessed at check-out time and will be billed for the repair cost over the summer.

**Babo Blotter**

April 22, 1995
Around 9:00 p.m., a Public Safety official approached two individuals carrying a keg of beer in the direction of McCullough Hall. The students reported that the destination of the keg was a party in "C" tower. Since no party was registered for that location, the officer had the keg placed in the back seat of his cruiser. The students identified the car they had retrieved the keg from and stated that they had been elected to carry the alcohol. The owner of the car could not be reached despite many attempts, and the keg was transported to the Public Safety Building for holding.

April 23, 1995
In response to a large gathering of students gathering in front of Keith Hall involving 50-75 students, an officer arrived to investigate. The officer witnessed several cases of pushing and shoving amongst the crowd and recorded that in the crowd one individual was assaulted. The victim had been grabbed by his shirt collar, punched in the face, and had because knocked unconscious following his collision with the brick wall behind him. The officer was arrested on the spot for his attack and paramedics were called to aid the victim. The Wellesley Police were then utilized to help deal with the crowd while the officer was read his rights and given his phone call in the Public Safety Building. The arrest was made under the description assault and battery.

April 26, 1995
A Horn Library custodian reported that a person of Asian descent was still sleeping in the library at 3:00 a.m. The male student was on a couch on the third floor at the time of the siting, but could not be found. Later, or earlier as the case may be, the offender was again noticed. This time the student had migrated to the second floor of the building. Again, the person could not be found.

**Free Press Positions**
All those interested in joining the new Free Press are welcome to come to the new board meeting on May 1st @ 6:00pm in the dungeon of Park Manor. Connect. Earn money, get experience, have fun!! Writers, editors, managers, photographers, sales reps, all positions are available. New ideas? Bring them. New concerns? Bring them. Help make a new paper! Please call Larry at #160 for info.

**Spring Weekend**
The Class of 1997 is looking for people to help set-up and take down the Ray Board Beach Party this Saturday. Free T-shirts for all those who help out. The Class of 1997 is looking for Tip Certified students who would like to earn extra money. Party starts at 7pm and ends when the beer runs out! Please call Larry at #160 for info.

**Raffle Winners**
The following are a list of the winners of the Class of 1997 raffle. Please contact Jim Spinalis at x5137 or Mike Gustin, Brent Larson, Ben Price, Pedro Benites, Diep Phan, Stephanie Balko, Vernon Ellinger, Mr. Capabianca, Jamie Puig, Jim Mertens, Nicole Stone, Steve Tebbag, Olivier Kleinhammer, Mr. Cutaneous, Branden Schneider, Jeff Patterson, Tonia Degregory, Carolyn Plummer, Brian Bloom, Lisa Craig.

Thank you for all your support.

---

**Summertime.**
(Summer session.)

**Go for a scuba lesson.**
(And a business course.)

**Take a hike.**
(And a liberal arts class.)

**Get a great tan.**
(And a few more credits.)

Study part time at Bryant College this summer. You'll benefit from our business and liberal arts classes, whether you are already enrolled in a program, beginning to think about a degree, or interested in just one class.

Summer day classes run from May 24 through June 28, summer evening classes from May 24 through July 19. For more information call 401-252-6700, ext 11. Or for information on Bryant's full-time undergraduate, graduate, and professional degree programs, call 1-800-622-7001 today.

Registration for day and evening summer sessions begins April 26. Call 401-252-6700, extension 11 for information.

Business isn't everything. But everything is business.
Pub Renovations

By Ross Sanger
Staff Writer

The Student Undergraduate Residential Forum (SURF) is gearing up to play a major role in improving Roger’s Pub. The project was initiated to increase school spirit and will have its first changes implemented over the upcoming summer vacation months. The changes are designed to make the Pub a universally accepted “hangout” rather than continue under the flag of its current reputation as campus bar. The renovations will begin with the removal of an interior wall.

After this wall has been removed, the Pub will be able to handle a larger variety of programming. This is of critical importance because the present day orientation is constructing and incompatible with certain types of events. Furthermore, more space will result in a better format for socializing and interaction, two of the most important goals the SURF organization has established.

Other changes for the Pub are also being planned. The outdated pictures which now line the walls will be updated with current versions. Also being replaced are the glasses in which beverages are served in. A new pool table rounds off the physical changes, however, the policy changes are where SURF believes the Pub can emerge as a social Metropolis.

Among these changes, the most welcomed will be a promise of more consistent and varying selections of comedians and bands. These promotions will be held with far greater frequency and even on nights besides for the typical Thursday. The current positive customer attention which includes one dollar drafts, buffalo wings, and popcorn will continue in their present day role, but everything else around will be different.

“The Pub has the potential to be a social place with an environment which promotes school spirit and pride,” reports the programming statement. Indeed, with these changes it will be many steps closer to this goal. The Pub has lost to offer and many underutilized resources, so it will be nice to see a fresh level of excitement emanating from what many consider to be the heart of the campus upon our return.

Asst. Dir. of Student Activities

By Jennifer Longley
Contributing Writer

Over the course of the last two weeks the student activities office interviewed three candidates for the open position of Assistant Director of Student Activities. Originally over 200 people applied for the position. Patrick O’Day, Director of Student Activities reviewed their resumes and narrowed down the candidates to forty. He and members of the Dean’s staff interviewed the candidates at a national conference in Boston, three of the candidates were invited to participate in a full on campus interview. Each of the three candidates met with a diverse group of students and professional staff members. The candidates met with over twenty students each and all of the students provided Patrick O’Day with two forms of feedback, a written evaluation and informal verbal feedback.

Being the Assistant Director of Student Activities means assisting in the development and implementation educational, social and cultural activities. Orientation, Advising the Campus Activities Board and Greek Letter organizations, assisting in the planning of many of the most important college weekends, leadership and college life are just to name a few. In essence all of the students as well as much of the faculty will depend on how well one of the three candidates does their job.

Kristen Triller, Dawn N. Mays, and Brad Lee Crowover were the three very qualified candidates which made it to the final round of interviews. Kristen Triller received her Bachelor of Arts and her Masters at James Madison University where she majored in communications. She has been the Graduate Advisor for their University Program Board, Practicum Student for Leadership and Consultation two to three years. Dawn N. Mays received her Bachelor Degree at Framingham State College, where she was a Sociology major. Mays received her Masters at Bowling Green State University in Bowling Green, OH. Her areas of specialization are small group activities, leadership development, diverse and underrepresented populations, group dynamics and Program development. Brad Lee Crowover received his Bachelor of Science in Communication at Ohio University and his Masters of Science in College Student Personnel at Western Illinois University. He is the Acting Director of Student Activities at North Central College.

The final decision has been made by Patrick O’Day and next year Kristen Triller will be working with all of us. The important thing to realize about the way the Student Activities office handled the entire process is that they were concerned with the students opinion on who we thought was the best candidate for the job. Patrick said that each candidate was ranked number one by at least four of the students that participated in the interview process.

CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 1995

---SET YOUR GOALS HIGH
---DRIVE SAFELY
---AND STAY OUT OF TROUBLE

GOOD LUCK!!!

BABSON PUBLIC SAFETY

The Babson Free Press
Trim to Bulk up over Summer

By Ross Sanger
Staff Writer

There will be one thing non-seniors can look forward to when they return to Babson next September, and this will be improved food services from Marriott. Following its renovation, which is scheduled to be completed on August 18, Trim Dining Hall will be the “model campus food provider that others copy,” reports Carl Citron, Marriott’s Director of Food Services. The new design is concentrating specifically on the two biggest issues students have identified, long lines and cold food. In response, the budgeted $1.9 million worth of improvements will address these concerns and more.

As a result of the many surveys Marriott has conducted to strengthen the delivery of its services, the speed of the service has been identified as a weakness. The high traffic areas which nearly everyone progresses through, such as hot food and beverage service, are just not capable of serving as fast as people arrive. The current design of the building is not flexible, so nothing beyond what has already been done could be accomplished.

This will all change over the summer since the existing ramp will be replaced with a new one which will outlet near the center of the facility. From there, various stations throughout will replace the centralized service areas, thus eliminating all bottlenecks.

The big slowdown with the hot food will be taken care of through a segregation of the most popular foods. Hamburgers, pasta, stir fry, and international selections will be served at separate locations throughout the dining hall. The level of people waiting for each selection will therefore be spread out and no one will have to wait as long. The same technique is being applied to the beverage centers. Six locations with varying selections will service all students so that large quantities of people are not trying to access the same thing at the same time.

This design of food service will also aid in the food quality, since the stations will be serving food cooked right at that location. Instead of cooking for everyone at once, the various cooking sites will be responding directly to the demand of students on that day and will even be serving made-to-order food in some instances. Marriott calls this proactive food preparation system “Just In Time Cooking.”

No longer will hamburgers be piled up in a warming bin. Instead they will be cooked just as you like them and served as fresh as possible. The overall goal, according to Carl Citron, is to “combine the features that people like food quality and the perception of the food quality should drastically increase. Lines should be virtually eliminated and food will taste like it was just made.

The final change people will notice involves the cosmetics of the facility. After the renovation Trim will rival the most modern of facilities. Booths will replace tables, a wood floor will be installed in one area, and the lights will automatically adjust to provide just the right amount of light. Also adding specific value to the building will be a whole wall of cubbyholes in the hallway where you walk in. There should no longer be a shortage of space to hang your coats or put down your books.

Everything possible is being done to make the dining services as efficient as possible. Ever the salad bar will have a built-in refrigerator so when cucumbers run out they can be replaced in an instant. Improvement is generally associated with a long and gradual process, fortunately Marriott has far more ambitious goals.

CONGRATULATIONS SENIORS
GOOD LUCK ON EXAMS TO RETURNING STUDENTS &
AS A REMINDER DON’T FORGET TO PROVIDE YOUR OWN PERSONAL PHONES IN SEPTEMBER

From the Staff at BABTELCO

The Babson Free Press
Dear Editor:

This letter is regarding the advertisement placed in your parody issue of The Babson Free Press on April 1, 1995. Although the parody issue was humorous and intended to be a joke, I found the advertisement of your store to be inappropriate. To take one of our posters and convert it into one of your jokes is detrimental to our efforts.

The Freshmen Management Experience and Under The Pub is a nonprofit organization that prides itself in donating all profits to charity. This year we chose to assist the children of The Barton Road Community. On March 30, 1995 we took approximately 30 children to Chuck E. Cheese Pizza for a few hours of fun. We were able to do this because of the profits we have made to date. Your "joke" may mislead potential customers which would only hurt the children of Barton Road in the future. Unfortunately, you were not present at Chuck E. Cheese Pizza to see the smiles on the children's faces when we were able to provide them with this opportunity. In the future I suggest you consider the charity FME businesses provide before you criticize.

In the past we were considering an advertisement with your paper, but after this incident, we would rather save the money for the children than support your organization.

John H. Diederich
CEO Under The Pub

Dear CEO Freshman,

I am sorry if you felt that our recent parody of your advertisement was detrimental to your efforts. Odds are, however, that it was the exorbitant prices you charged, and not our humor, that was at the root of your problem.

Each year in our April 1st issue we try our best to make the campus laugh. This often involves poking fun at (or parodying) things that are already funny on campus. In our mock ad, we only intended to point out that there was nothing funnier than the prices which you were attempting to charge.

Your advisors, Grossman, Newman, and Schifman, should have known better than to suggest that our college community would be able or willing to pay higher prices for charity. This poor approach to market, and your foolish exertion of it, is what led to the advertisement.

Please let me apologize then, for both your concept, and your effort. In three years when you graduate, do not be embarrassed by bringing your degree and your business sense into the workforce.

Lighten up.

Dear Mr. Editor,

As fellow Babson students, we would like to express our dis- gust with the intellectual abilities possessed by most Babson students. Recently, Les Aspin and Ken Adelman debated at Stakee Gymnasium, an event we both attended.

The debaters are extremely respected, political figures. Despite the potential educational value, that would have enhanced most institutions of higher learning, the Bab- son turnout would barely have filled a Torino classroom. If the audience size wasn’t embarrassing enough for our distinguished guests, the questions, initiated by our fellow students, must have been. The perfunctory respect, anticipated by our guests, was absent. For instance, we had the dis- tinct displeasure of watching a French student say to Ken Adelman, "Let me tell you a story." and a Venezuelan student rudely interrupt Les Aspin, with his wave- hand, during one of Mr. Aspin’s explanations. This illustrates that we not only have intellectually de- prived students, but we have stu- dents who feel they should be in- structing the pundits. If it weren’t for our personal admiration for the two speakers, both students would have had the "%60 knocked out of them for their general lack of manners.

If this event was an iso- lated incident, we wouldn’t be so appalled. However, it merely re- flects the caliber of Babson stu- dents, as demonstrated in other countless examples. We think that the administration should stop flooding our number one "spe- cially" school ranking and start re- cruiting number one students. At the least, they should recruit stu- dents who are interested in learn- ing and have some semblance of an educational drive. One can only wonder how many students found the opportunity cost of watching TV, playing Sega, and toking too- great to leave their rooms and see the debate. Evidently, at Babson, keeps of beer have to be at the door for anyone to attend school events.

We’re sure that Ken Adelman and Les Aspin are refining their "fond" Babson memories and promulgating them through- out Washington. More important, it seems that Babson wasted $12,000 so that the limited prestige of our school, could be demolished in the minds of these two promi- nent individuals. Finally, if our own professors and administration don’t even bother to support the event with their presence, then perhaps the problem is even deeper.

Chris Kerzeni & Brandon Schreuder
Deal Bill.

As the final edition of the Free Press rolls out, I can not help but think of just how much you will be missed. Throughout my years at Babson, the only reason I can ever recall for even picking up a Free Press was to see what you had stirred up. From Mr. Bill to those inevitably controversial letters from the editor, you always managed to add spice and life to the paper. So few people have the courage to speak the truth in the middle of the politically correct, it is sad to watch one leave us. You always had the balls to take on anyone, never walking away from a challenge. Many will miss you Bill, and that little piece of reality you offered us each week. So on behalf of all the far girls with attitudes, rich foreign- ers who park illegally, and pissed off money grubbing administrators, I would like to wish you the best of luck. Never change.

Love,
Zach Arbe

To the Babson Community,

Recently, Babson hosted a debate between Les Aspin and Ken Adelman concerning Foreign Policy After the Cold War. This debate was arranged as an alternative to the regular business type events Babson hosts. The debate included advertising both on and off campus, as well as invitations to all full time faculty and administrative staff. It was disappointing to see such an important and current topic be heard by so many interested business students, all of us should keep up with world events and be able to understand their effect on business as well as life.

In the past, faculty have complained that they are never in- formed of campus events. The time they certainly were informed through personal invitations which were sent out well in advance. The fact that not one faculty member, or even President Glavin, attended this important event should be considered an embarrassment to the col- lege. To illustrate this point, the Wellesley Townsman commented in a recent article about the lack of at- tendance for such a prestigious event. No professors bothered to attend, even though many of them require their students to read the newspapers daily. There was no effort involved in attending this 2 hour event.

The experiences and stories of these two public leaders were as valuable as the knowledge gained by attending this event. A special thanks to Professor Jim Hoopes for his support as moderator of this event.

GaBe Weschke: B’96
Almost three years ago, while both pissed off and piss drunk, I began writing a weekly column for this newspaper. After spending a year and a half as a columnist and business manager, I had the opportunity last semester to become editor. But opportunity is never a lengthy visitor.

Each week for the past three years I have been lucky enough to write something that you have wanted to read. Sociologist Buchi Emecheta once said that "writing requires devotion, and a bit of arrogance." I have done my best to cover both these areas. Whether you agreed or disagreed, were entertained or annoyed, many of you read each week, and for that I'd like to thank you.

Most of all I would like to thank the friends, classmates, and administrators who may not have always supported my views, but who always managed to support me. I dedicate this, my final editorial, to them.

In less than three weeks, it's all over. What at times seemed like a long vacation, and what at times seemed like hell on earth (like now), is all coming to an end. As a senior, I have mastered the art of being a college student; and I believe that after four years, we all have. I fear, however, that I don't know quite as much about working and living "out there." I don't even know where "out there" is, but it really doesn't matter because if I did, I wouldn't know what to do when I found it anyway.

Then again, none of us knew much about college when we started either. Come to think of it, high school kind of sucked up behind us too. It really sucks the way they spring these things on us. It seems once we learn everything about one stage, we're moved on to the next. I guess that's how we learn.

But now comes the greatest test. In this test, however, there are no exams, there are no professors, no advisors, and no make ups. In this test, there is only Pass and Fail.

The scary part is that we've done all there is to prepare. We're out of time, and I'm not sure we feel so prepared—but we probably are. Whether I want to admit it or not, I have learned while here at Babson. I don't quite know if we've received a decent education, but as long as we can appear educated, it really doesn't matter.

It's hard to discriminate between what we've learned because of what Babson has provided, and what we've learned on our own. From my own experiences, I feel confident in saying that most of what I've learned here has been from dealing with other people, and not necessarily from the classroom. As with most things in life, however, there are two sides to every coin. It is important to acknowledge that here at Babson, if you can wake up early enough, we are fortunate to have some of the best professors teaching today.

The past four years with you. What we have had here, we will never have again. Thank you to everyone who kept the Free Press going, to you, the people who made the past four years of our lives, and yes, thank you Babson.

Bill Theofils
Editor-In-Chief

---

Congratulations and Best wishes to the Class of 1995!

Physical Plant Department
Ed Adelman, Director
Prof. Kopp Provides Advice on True Happiness

Recently, I attended the funeral of a very close friend of mine dating back to our freshman year of college in 1964. Tom Wilson and I remained close over the past 31 years and it was a terrible blow to hear that he had died in a highway mishap. Attending his funeral in Pennsylvania was exactly like a scene out of the Big Chill with a college "circle" getting together after many years apart. The occasion was both traumatic and revelatory.

Events like this force you to reevaluate and take the broader view. It was interesting how each of us remembered the Wils in different ways; each held a different reason to mourn his loss.

In recounting the experience to a small coterie of early arriving students the other day, I found myself saying that Wilson would be considered very successful in life — great job, talented kids — and yet he didn’t seem to be completely happy or fulfilled.

In fact, even though he made a very good living in the hotel business, Wilson always seemed to me to be yearning for something different. In fact, I particularly mourned my friend’s passing because it crystallized in my mind that he was the true poet of our group. His letters were spontaneous and magical. Even his post-it notes were apocryphal, his most famous be

“Tact is for weenies.”

Wilson was a voracious reader who was an accomplished amateur historian of World War II. He had served in Vietnam, and it was an unspoken but accepted fact that Tom would someday write the definitive novel on the Vietnam War. I, too, had promised the group that I would turn our experiences in mispent youth into a novel of my own in the tradition of Jack Kerouac. In fact, in some ways I felt competitive with Wilson in terms of which of us would be first to actualize these literary pipe dreams.

All of these musings led to the conclusion that we must be careful in life to balance the necessities of earning a living with the pursuit of some of our less tangible dreams. I guess I felt that Wilson was seeking nourishment outside of his career that he never truly achieved.

Why relate this to you? Well, as you seniors go off to conquer the world I think it is important that in addition to making money, you pursue a path that leads to inner happiness. I don’t have time to ramble on about the "how tos" of this, but just be vigilant and listen every now and then to the inner voice.

For the underclassmen who have time remaining at Bob-
son I want to make a few sugg

“Tact is for weenies.”

estions. First, use your time here to broadly educate yourselves. There is far too much emphasis put on achieving "mas-
tery" of a single major subject. I am now more in favor of a course of study which is balanced and broad while at the same time tak-

ing advantage of the excellent curriculum available here to pre-
pare oneself for a career. Practically speaking, this means I want to see more students pursuing the liberal arts, humanities and sci-
ences, along with management topics; I also suggest that you consider taking advantage of the self-designed major option. In

addition — and I know this has been said before — you will say yourself a great deal of addi-
tional options in life if you take your under-

graduate education very seri-

ously as far as the academic side is con-

cerned. Simply, I hope that you will build a record which will wel-

come you into graduate school at some later date should you desir-

e. Prepare yourself well for the future and I do hope you accu-

mulate less of things material. At the same time, the saying goodbye to my dear, sweet soul-

brother has caused me to reflect

Full-Time Positions and Summer Internships

MARKETING & SALES COORDINATOR
Fast paced software co seeks motivated, energetic self-starter.
Coordinate catalog mailings, perform inquiry follow-up, database mgmt, more. Candidates will be detail-oriented with excellent phone, organizational, analysis skills, good Windows, desktop software skills.

ENTRY LEVEL SOFTWARE ENGINEER
Entry level position, growth potential. Develop, test business applications w/ high industry visibility. Work with Win95, OLE2, APIs, object languages, more. Must be quick learner, organized, meet deadlines, work independently or w/ award-winning team. Drive, desire to create great software a must.

Mail or fax resume to: Village Software, PO Box 1218, Boston, MA 02205, fax 617-695-1935.
The General's Corner:

Back in the fall of 1991, I wrote an article geared toward the current senior class, telling them how to survive as puny little freshmen at Babson. It was sort of an unsolicited Dear Abby. Back then, I wrote about the power of the individual, the beauty of beer, putting overzealous RA's in place, and how to wiggle out of trouble with the administration. While I am still wildly in favor of those times, they are (sadly) no longer the focus of my life. Anyway 1 1/2 years later, I have been given the duty of informing you about the difference between college and the working world (I hate to use the term 'Real World' because it reminds me of those whiners on MTV). Everyone who has ever told you that working for a living sucks was right on the money. Even if you have a job you love (I do), work still blows chunks compared to college life. In college, you could get shiffled one night and bag classes the next day for a nap. You could survive in class by pretending to pay attention and brushing off a relevant grant here and there. When you start working with a company, you'll find people expect you to speak in complete sentences (sometimes four or five at a time). It's pretty unlikely that you will be able to juggle your schedule to get Friday off. Yes, that freedom you came to love so much in college goes out the window once you graduate.

You don't realize how in-sulability from reality you are on a college campus until you leave for good. Once you move into your own apartment, you can't barge into your neighbor's place, grab a beer from the fridge, and see what's on the tube. Your neighbors and their 2.5 kids and 1.3 pets won't like that. You don't get to eat your meals with 1500 of your closest friends in a common dining room anymore. The food may be better when you leave Babson, but you have to prepare it and clean up for yourself. You have to pay money if you want to use a gym, a racquetball court, or tennis courts. All the conveniences you have become accustomed to will disappear quicker than Bill Clinton's campaign promises.

That aside, it's not all bad. Once you're on your own, you don't have to worry about the stipidity of getting in trouble for something perfectly legal, like having a keg. And if someone starts preaching to you about the dangers of drinking keg beer, you can tell them to bite it, just like you always wanted to tell the administration. You don't have to lie anymore just to avoid being written up in fact, you don't have to deal with anything remotely resembling the real life office or student affairs. So you got that going for you, which is nice.

Now on to the happy topic of a job. A job is a funny thing; you'll find that the most important

-- "The beauty of college is that you'll never have another time in your life when you have more freedom and less responsibility." --

How to Survive in the World as a Puny College Graduate

The transition from college to the working world is just like the transition from high school to college. Part achievements (or failures) mean nothing now. The same applies in moving from one job to another. Each new step is a challenge to overcome, which is easy if you promise yourself that you won't give up until you've succeeded.

One of the most important things I want to make is this: Don't be fooled into thinking that your first job is the only one you'll ever have. If you realize that your first job is not the one you want after all, take that job as a learning experience and move on to something more in line with your goals. Of all my friends in the classes of 1990, 1991, and 1992, I can only think of two who are with the same company they went to work for right after graduation (and one of those is his family's business). That point can't be emphasized enough. If someone had made me realize that three years ago, I wouldn't have spent so much time depressed and frustrated when I realized my first job wasn't what I wanted to do for the rest of my life.

The beauty of college is that you'll never have another time in your life when you have more freedom and less responsibility. You'll find that the people who majored in science are the ones that learn that early on. In college especially at Babson, you are surrounded by people with similar interest and career goals, making it pretty easy to make friends. The friends you make in college will make some of the best friends of your life. Unfortunately, after graduation, you will not all be in the same place, which is one of the toughest parts of the transition. You'll probably find some rough going in the first year, but you'll be used to life as a has-been before you know it.

Anyway, that's the word on life after graduation. As you can see, some good things will happen once you leave Babson, but life will definitely never be the same (you know, the whole freedom-responsibility thing). So, in case you haven't realized it yet, THE BEST FOUR YEARS OF YOUR LIFE ARE OVER IN 16 DAYS! Let's hope it's not true. To quote a great man, "My advice for you is to start drinking heavily." Good luck with the transition, and I'll see you at the horse-coming beer tent.
April 27, 1995

AST WILL & TESTAMENT

Abbot, Jessica - You Go to Work! - You go to work, I'd rather fall in love... everyday; You shuffle your papers, I'd rather walk in the rain where love is waiting like a stem under an umbrella... You keep your meetings, don't be late, I'd rather dissolve under the days' sugar... You take your promotion, I'd rather remember the smell of tulips in my dreams.

Barrett, Eileen - Where Did the Four Years Go? - Maple Legacy, Dominico's Delivery! - Becky, Absolutely sex-ed, softball social; "Who needs sheep?" Linda, the Bartender, "You won't do it!" "Take a number," Suite Christmas, A Few Good Men, Fort Meyers, Orientation '94, Daley, Pub Outings, "All-Leave," "Have another Nat," The Silver Bullet, Big Dan's Excursions, Patio Chair Sleeping, Candy cane bread, Great Scott's Challenge, D-Boy's Luggage, Pati's Camp, Loom MT - Jammed Up!, Brad... No more nachos!, Clarkson road trip, Jen's 21st, Bahamas, Buddy System! "Is that Eileen?" Late night munchies, Jack Ivory's sink, "Atleast... nice place to visit but...", A new U.

Bertoldi, Mirella - class of 1995 - Its been a great four years! thanks friends! Coleman Basement Girls '91-'92, Amy - A rubber duckie, car wax, pasta, 1007, D+D, & an endless supply of flowers R.O.S, Brent, Van Halen, Pez, & Grimace; Rose conversations Mellrose, Mustard, "M.D.", a 20 oz beer from Unos & disco dancing; J - a soccer team that listens and no movie screenings; Tammy - your sweaters; Amanda - steak and cheese subs - no mustard & jump around; CJ - ear piercing; Burger King signs & chicken; Kilda, Elmo, Gimmy, A Peabo CD, & your shirt; to the entire class of 1991 - I leave all the happiness in the world, purple M&M's and the Best of Luck!! Keep Smiling!

Broadbent, Sandy - I Sandy Broadbent leave the following memories and objects to the following people: Lyra - Theo and men with long hair; Vanessa-ladie; Amanda - Saturday morning messages; Sarah - West Coast; Heidi - a scarf for porcupine bites, Chris-white wine; Deepak - strong "shoulders"; Robin - Christmas dinners...

Cham, Amanda - Louise - Adam-you opened my heart and made me smile. Treasure the moment we shared together. However far I go, wherever I am, you will always be in my heart. Sandy - we laughed, cried, parted, been through hell and back; but we made it! You know what? It's like you're many to come.

Matthew - lime water shopping & dining partners. Chris - direct access calling card exclusively for you to reach me any time, anywhere. Bryan - my shoulder to cry on whenever you need it. Jon - my policy grade. Dana - my suit and shoes. Mare - I survived living with you. Ehman - I'm glad I made the right decision. Anna - open invitation to dinner at my house. Carina - my bed and sisters forever.

Chasson, Andrea - Paul and friends, you are the best guys ever anyone could ever ask for. Of all the things I have gained from Babson you guys mean the most. We have done some crazy things and have some crazy memories to take with us, but most of all we have friends we will never forget. Memories I leave Roomies, Trim marathon, Unicorn blanket, Accounting giggles, fins; We at the Adams road trip, Florida trip, being writ- ten on, friends picking up fish by drays, Key West, Mystical poison ivy and Julie joining the pesce corp. The fun isn't over yet, let's continue to make memories. Forever Young!

Costello, Brett - Brett, Costello leave to Pietz 44; Aerosace once with Roomy and her rubber duckie; Norman The Mow-Cow to Mirella; Hakama Mataksta, Side-by-Side toilet at Mellrose place, Dr. Mario, Jerry foot to Mark E., loving that alarm clock Cha haid, M.B. never with the militia, Big hooking brass ones; Mel, best of luck with Pete Mitchell. Thanks to Dr. Joel, Joyce, Chris-CAN UV, VAT, My family - My love and gratitude for giving me the opportunity; Class of 95 - A lifetime of Happiness and success - Good Luck!

Costello, Brett - Brett, Costello leave to Pietz 44; Aerosace once with Roomy and her rubber duckie; Norman The Mow-Cow to Mirella; Hakama Mataksta, Side-by-Side toilet at Mellrose place, Dr. Mario, Jerry foot to Mark E., loving that alarm clock Cha haid, M.B. never with the militia, Big hooking brass ones; Mel, best of luck with Pete Mitchell. Thanks to Dr. Joel, Joyce, Chris-CAN UV, VAT, My family - My love and gratitude for giving me the opportunity; Class of 95 - A lifetime of Happiness and success - Good Luck!

Devlin, Kimberly - *Which is more important: the actual experience or the memories that remain when the experiences are over?* As I leave Babson behind, I will never forget the times we had. My friends, especially Pietz 121, have made my four years at Babson the best years I have ever lived. You leave with some memories that will never be forgotten. Forever Young, Vicka Night; Knight 10:10, the tap!, Jelly Beanadreams, suite wall of quotes, Key West - I'm going!, Irish Kevin; I love Friends!!

Dziekiewicz Jr., Robert J. - I, Robert J. Dziekiewicz Jr., leave anything of value to MKB, all my debt to Adam Train, VP Finance; my chinese food to Sinro, Train, and Bugbee; the Renault; to Babson automotive...NOT!; Babson, $100,000 in debt to the third floor B-tower Vanwicksh... Ushh... and cable in the lounge; Paruns, the futon, even though it was hard; Greg, a bottle of Vodka and two broken speakers; Henry, a Stag CD, an alarm clock, and tickets to Last Action Hero, and a book by Arnold; Maxa the biggest single person, Pablo; dog bones.

Edmond, Mark - Spark A.K. - Do you know who I am? Anna Smokes, Bronco II's rule, clock muckin' the 5 on the 1st and 15th, C.B. - thanks for being patient, CC summer trips, Salve Regina, NH all and many, reckless nights, drunk on my red-faced broker; "BT" I'm gonna miss ya & hang in w/ alums outside VW, but I got the Jerry (Boot). Working at the palace, George, Mike Herby, and especially Don, thanks for teaching me what you can't learn at college; Cherise "would you be upset if I hit on you?", Mimi, you're the best, I'll love you forever.

Gentus, Julia - In four years, we've shared lots of great experiences and the memories will last a lifetime. There's not enough words to list them all, but a few we'll never forget. Good Vibrations; Little Raisin - I don't know many words! Ramp Alert; Rees & an infinite supply of blow-pops; Mirella - I leave your alarm clock, "YD", the man in McGuffy & conversations in Mellrose Place; Tammy - I leave to sleep; JJ - I leave junkfood, sox & back therapy on campus after 8 a.m.; Amanda - I leave early morning workouts, Hitler-Stalin days & good times in Philosophy; Jack - I leave a dance and a remacht in Dr. Mario; Lasa - I leave grumpy morning conversations, memorable drunken stoopers.

Gerson, Jeff - To J-AJC a transistor to talk to your girlfriend, a voice card for you-know-who, people who can fully understand us, a life-size storm trooper, JEE"-chess games, enforced predicate-giving rules, real world ratios, running shoes, "Cecil" was a poor man's


**STEPHENS LIQUORS**

484 Main Street, Waltham (617) 934-6250

**We Cater to Bentley, Brandeis, Regis and now BABSON**

Bud 16oz Bottles $14.99
Bud Light 16oz Cans $10.99
Busch Bar Bottles $10.99
M.G.D/Bud Dry Bottles $15.99
Molson Ice 2-12pk Bottles $15.99
Sam Adams 4-6pk Bottles $18.79
Red Dog 2-12pk Cans $13.99
Rolling Rock 1/2 Barrell $39.99

No Kegs delivered on campus!
Kegs delivered off campus housing only.
**Best Keg prices in Mass.**

Free Delivery on $20-purchase
tips are welcomed!!  Proper ID required
All per plus deposit.
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"Bronx," the one neighbor you didn't see naked; S&MS—armor, Band-Aids, a second date, a last name we can't wear out, senior status; EDM— an apology for TF, self-esteem, a license to kill, a full Senate meeting, a nickname; BBE—your own talk show, another semester in 32 to equal us, a helmet, blue board, sleep, SRK Vigne's.

Ho, Nasalié - 1, Natalie Ho, beneath these memories and wishes for the following people: Sandy - a place in my heart; Kevin - my undying "like"; Marianne - unlimited supply of Cytomax and Valium; Julieie - Frazzled, Lisa, slideshow, Gooday, Spiller, Sharon - Rocky lives on; Samantha and Dave - unlimited supply of air-freshener; Erih - marriage in five years, Bronx - Colt 45, Sahra - expertise in eyebrow tweezing; Lee and Ollie - trips to Killington, 4:30 a.m. Christopher - a year at Betty Ford; Coleman North Baster '91-92 (including Eileen) - memories to last a lifetime; To all - Happiness and Preakness.

MacMillan, Don - To conclude—I announce what comes after me. I announcemitting offering, others, days, and then, for the present, de- part; I remember I said before, my leaves have sprang at all, I would raise my voice justified and strong, with reference to consummations. I press through my own in the right. I have sung the Body and Soul-War and Peace have I sung, And the songs of Life and Love and that there are many births; I have offered my tale to every one - I have journeyed with the confident step; while my pleas- ure is yet at the full, I wipper, So Long! And take the young woman's hand, and the young man's hand, for the last time. - Walt Whitman

Marchion, Andrea (A.K.A.-"AJ") - The Coleman Basement Chis- Tree Marshall Bill, Water Fighting, Late Nights... TKE Parties... "To The P('.')[s", Partying with Franky & Amie... Bermuda - mon- pedes, beaches, The Oasis, Jieks & Nels... Field Hockey and EAC... ECAC Champs' Peacock - 5000 Miles... Thanks Sandy... Pierre - 12-Murph, Jamie, Alyss, Kobi, AJ... The Conference Room... Sept. 15 - JD, Slipping & Sliding at the PUR... Habitat for Humanity KM, CEFN, SVN, MH, SL, RS, JR, LR, Battle Axe, Characters, White Water Rafting... Spring Weekend '05 & Week... Graduation Congrats Class of '97... Great Luck! Thanks Mom & Dad, ILUVU.

Montz, Kim - PMC 109 - Hiding cookies and milk from... - Brown Eyed Girl, Baeardo, BDE, North Girls - Jackson 5 Nights, talks 'til 1 a.m., on the unfinished loft, Brownie, Volta Night, Knight-Au- ditorium @ 10-10, Cancun!, Pubhegns ( and the lines out the door), Trim marathon, the Fochle, tech week (danc 'til 3 a.m)and Pietro 123 - the people that really made my Bombay Experience full of fun and laughter; thanks for all the memories.

Multikigan, Linda - I Linda Multikigan leave Carol, Meggette, Ang, Jen, Coke & Cash - I am Strong, I am Powerful and I am confident!" To Pietro 123 - A thanks for all the memories. Senior Year is the one you remember the most, and so, we'll be together forever in our hearts. To Amy B. - Suffoca- tion in 10 feet of foam was one of the funniest nights of my life, glad you were there! Oh! And thanks for always listening to my life's problems. To Lisa - Hey what can I say? You're my favori- te, Love, Lin

Nuth, Deepak - The last four years here have undoubtedly changed my life forever. When asked if I would do it over again, I would say yes. The reason... The people. There are countless numbers of people who make this special place. I would like to thank each and every one who has made Babson a spe- cial place for me. To all my fellow classmates, I bid you farewell and wish you the best of luck in all your future endeavors. I'll see you all in five years.

Rousseau, Brad - I have no physical disabilties, no mental con- trasts (to speak of), no to which I owe money (except Bab- son). Life couldn't be much bet- ter. The past four years have been an unbelievable experience for me. I am confident that the quality and quantity of my Babson experience, accomplishments, rival any other college student's in the country. Thank you Professors, Dd & family, Administration, Faculty, and friends. The people that I have met have enriched my life. Babson is one of the best places I have ever been. Not unforgettable Sophomore year and an unbelievable Senior year. To Mike Caldwell, I leave my tolerance.

Santa Ana, Joanne - To those tak- ing the time to read. My last WIT, thanks for the memories we squeezed into what I will look back on as the best four years of my life, so tell me. Scanning for your name? Look harder. I'm not go- ing with word limits and don't want to count but trust me, you're reading this, you're in here. All the best to those who managed and encour- aged to befriend at Babson. Prom- ise you'll never be forgotten. Someone once said education is what survives when what you've learned has been forgotten. Like me, he must have forgotten the for- malities and definitions

Sarian, Scott - I leave Fink one large cheeseless pizza and a car that does not exceed 20 mph, to Kevin I leave a lifelong cold; to Gill, a job delivering papers to White House; to Bill, I leave you a Wednesday night where you can sleep, a machine that says "you have no unplayed messages" and a job on Margarita Is- land; to Jeremy, a secretary; and to all my loving friends at the Free Press, a maid for you all!

Scannlans, Mauser - I Mauser leave Chris Okum's...my wonderful room; to Courtney Gaud's... my abili- ty to be the #1 big sis, to Jeff Meridind... my academic ability and to Kim Johnson my prayers (good luck as president).

Sciple, John - It is uncanny how fast the times pass when you are enjoying yourself. I find it impos- sible to convince myself that the four years are now over. Alone, I could not have reached this point; therefore I want to thank you all who have touched my life, espe- cially - Piets 41,22,131,41,22,141.09. Almost four years, our friendship runs deeper than the field. I could not have asked for a better friend; Andy - no mat- ter how far away you will always be in my heart.

Slater, Monica - Pietro 123 - "Crazy friends provide for crazy times and what crazy times we've had" To all thanks, friends for all the memories, but lets not let it end right now... You've been with some memories" Loos Cruish, Shunk's 10.10, Pop Wow!, the cave, Bab- son, everything. Awar, North Girls, Family, Volk's Nights, Charlie's, Gun, Pubhegns, Sweet Sweeps, parties, the roof, Key West, "Go Irish Kerin", Where's Beech, Insh by Inch - 50 shots of tequila, so even girls, random, Black Tues- day, Johns, Jeffy Beans, who's driv- ing? To my soccer team - pray on.

Stefanides, Ruth - time flies when you don't know what you're doing. Sigma Kappa - where the fun be- gan; Amy Leoni, Kasti and everyone else too... Thanks for the fun, friendships, and crazy memories. Table dancing anywhere, Elani-
The Famous Soccer Picture

Calvin and Hobbes

"Now watch your step, Osborne... The S粤ghy Line people have an inherent distaste for all smoothshiners."
Deep Thoughts

IT'S EASY to sit there and say you'd like to have more money. And I guess that's what I like about it. It's easy, just sitting there, rocking back and forth, wanting that money.
You're a brave man, being in a car with a woman without a license is a death wish. Amanda—going wild with the cuffs! Next time try sleeping with a wet braid, it comes out looking more natural. Ezra—good luck in the future, we're gonna miss having you in Cultural House.Bethina, you could be a "fly girl" with your moves and you. Thosii make great "Dizzy Dancers."Kinda like Patrick Swayze and Jennifer Grey. Evelyn, where have you been, girl? I'm goin' to Greece this summer, we definitely have to meet for frappes!Dennis—Abhhhhhh...less you! Can you please pass me a tissue?Hang in there, this semester is over almost Hey! Did I not forget that it is today? Seaera—it's almost over, hang in there. Ready for a surprising grade? What's up with the new hair?Raja o' a?Please, don't cut it short!! Jude—Thanks for the movie tickets! Hope your project went well.Dancing—With your birthday coming up again, girl? You know I don't pride, honey don't tell me you're "bored out" already. Yeah, you can always go on to the Latina side and start a little "Miaou!" Here! The "tailer" they are, the harder they fall. Goardo—Control the flaming, baby! I think you drove the movie attendant and the waitresses at Chili's insane. Better not let Donna see Meri wearing the black jacket, Honey. It might spark a little "Jig-ination," if you will. Daddy, come to New York this summer—if you will. Don't worry, I'm gonna start a petition for you. "We want Fico, we want Master Beta!" Keenan, you're our "hero." Just call me the "Apple Juice." Rui, yes I know your name. It's "Mentholor."Angels, you're new haircut is so cute. Are you gonna be a D.J. in the future? Tell Louis he needs a sunroof.Pottery—Juce—A little relaxation sensation for this weekend, baby? Molto—the libraries look awesome at M-80. Why the intellectual look, Beta? By the way, never wait until the last minute for a Peak & Stant project! Reggie, "Hip hop, you don't stop rockin'..." talk about old school, kid! It was mad "real," though. You should've worn baggy pants, you skinny thing, you! Read Van Winkle (C. tower), Greg, how was Thai food? What's up with this summer? Am I gonna see you, sitting by the shore and watching the sunrise in Mexico? Yeah, keep giving me those funny looks, it amuses me. Popco—Muchos gracias, chico. If I go to Cancun again this summer, I'll see you at Daddyo. To me, La Bosque will always be better, though. Bill, moving on again. What's wrong with the New Yorkers...cat gonna tongue? Laura, have fun this summer at Bahsen. You hope you don't spend any nights having nothing to do but sing Mama songs. One month isn't that long but for you it could be an eternity. Alice, did you replace those missing I.D.'s yet? Next time, carry them in your back pocket, that way you can lose it and no one will steal it from you. Morgan, how do you know if girl's wear socks when they're making love? I think you've either been to church too much or you've been watching "Time Cop" one time too many! Good luck in Putney next year, watch out ladies! Phil and Christian—talks about Bunnies? You guys are like the "Last Boys"—vampires that can't be cut out in the sun. Ramu—Are we gonna see you in Cultural House next year?

Park Manor North—Samer: You should have an Oscar for "Big Shitso!!" You know what I mean, "Boggs"? Vicki—couldn't handle that Scorpion Bowl, eh? Maybe it was the fish that did it! I miss saying "Five, ten, drink!" Is it me or all the guys getting weirder and weirder? Thank God we don't have much longer. Can't wait to have my "New York Boys" back. Kacee—Sorry 'bout Saturday night. You can say that I was half awake.

Park Manor Central—Josh, do you always get lonely when there's a couple in the room? Even when they're fighting? Come on, incest isn't cool. I guess you wore the one that made up that saying, "Incest is the best, your sister to the test?" You may be first place in the video game but if all
three of us we’re really on the road. Risa, I know you were renting the room out to couples for the weekend. What’s the price, to clean your room? Park Manor — Hotel.” Tray, awesome show. Who gets the award for having the best “Rhythm and Motions”? Francis, Josh says it would be ironic. Ask him what that means. Stop fighting with your boyfriend. Missed ya at Jillians, Risa, we gotta go to the Omni before we go back! No more nice boys, we gotten knock Josh off the racecarr at Jillians. One more week, let’s book it to Woodbury Commons one day, then Mt. Fuji, then Yohan’s... then... Keith — Moooo, it’s about time! I know being a pain always works! Adam, aren’t we too old to be wrestling? Thought Jeremy got enough bruises from painball.

Canfield (of Tower) —

— Hey Angela, a little horny? —

Jordan, was the seafood “legal”? Thanks for the compliment, “It was a pleasure working with you.” By the way, now that it’s over what gonna be your new baby? Warren, bad luck with toll booths or just the ones in New York? Remember, always have correct change. Larry, are those pantyhose you wear? Love that Grand Cherokee, but “What good is it without a sun roof?” That was a great tour you gave us of Boston, Erin, I wonder who has bigger death wish, you or me? We should’ve starred in “Point Break” together. We’re just a bunch of “adrenaline junkies.” When in doubt, always go formal. You may be overdressed, but at least you’ll look good... there, are you satisfied? Tommy, it’s over kid! No more spotlight on Tommy when he wakes up in FME! Yes, we all wonder and worry what’s gonna happen next year. Is it time to go our separate ways? Hell, no! ‘Cause we’re from New York, Alby—Stop pullin’ an Andy! Are you gonna do for a D too? Where’s Mr. Fish? Hasn’t heard from him in a while. I want a pool table up in that lid, kid. Do you “Wake up in the morning and get a yearnin’ for herb?” Just call me the “Apple’meurr.”

McCullough —

Hey Angela, a little horny? Shari and KT tip-toe through the tulips. 4 a.m. road trip with Rory to B.K. A-2, thanks for the condos. Amy B., Happy 21st!!! A-3 meets Officer Sullivan, Come on Kileen. Junior girls, get ready for next Friday!!! Hey Morsey! How was the hot date? LUAU: A-1A-2 had too much fun at the Big Party! CJ, Happy 22nd Birthday! Friday night- Kevin does the warm. Loss of excitement on the hill Saturday night. All the fighting about? It seems only one of us made it through our 21st (Dave, are you okay)? Phoebe touched, Kenya wha’s? Lynn has her night on May 6. SODA lives on in the towers. Fritz, that’s KEEEEEEEEEEEEEY!!!


PIETER- Well Pietter’s it’s almost over, only 16 more days until that magical showprime is in your hands. Hope we all get jobs. It’s been a good year or something, let’s go out with a bang. Why don’t you come to our party. Ever since sally left bulldog has not been the same. Hey Joey when is the pallod of kids coming, well there gonna be some firey freshmen next year.

Salon International

50% Discount on all hair services with this ad.

First time clients only

85 Central Street
Wellesley, MA 02181

(617) 235-2787
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**Weekly World News**

**Tomasso Hall**

sung as a bug in a rug, inside. It just brings out the romantic dog in me. Speaking of romance, do you remember my old pal, "The Princess of Stall One"? Well, I have to admit that I sorta had the hots for her. Even though I never met her, I often fantasized about sitting in candlelit ladies' room in a stall next to her, passing a Twix bar back and forth to each other under the partition.

If you ever want to contact me, you could answer my ad in next month's Nugget classifieds. You'll know me. I'll be the only one in there with a porcelain fetish. Then again, knowing that magazine maybe not. And speaking of Twix bars, I'm happy to announce that after 7 years, I finally pressed Enter as opposed to E-1 to get one of these gooey goodies. Actually, you never get to 0 because the minute you press E-1, you get another bug on your broken thing. The last time I did it, I got a bag of some stupid fruity pebbles — a far cry from a "Twix bar".

I'm making one more final plea to the moron who owns that stupid-looking leather hat to please come by and pick it up. This poor kid's so dumb, he probably thinks Jordan Marsh is a swamp. I mean, if you could only see this thing. I would like to thank the big ape who used to clog up my third floor men's room for taking his show elsewhere. He either heeded my advice and saw a doctor, or just plain blew up. I swear, that guy had to be part dinosaur.

I'm in a sad note, I take great dismay in announcing that my trusty old vacuum, "James," is on its way out. "Old Jim" isn't the blue one that I strap to my waist. He's the big one with the smiling face on him. It seems that the poor bugger can't suck up an M & M peanut any more and that's a sure fire sign that his better days are behind him. The damn thing will just clang around his pipe and then just fall out once I shut him off. It's really sad. I guess it just like when a dog gets whisks or an old lady's hair turns blue. Then you know that the end's near.

Before getting to this week's scoops, I'd like to remind "Montreal Fan" of Petra 46 that I now have 82 of your socks at my house. Yes, Savy fishes stream the same way he skates. It's always falling down and leaves his soaking wet, disgusting socks in the back of my truck. At the race he's going and with all the fishing we still have ahead of us, I guarantee ya, the big bug ain't going to have any socks left for graduation.

And now, quickly to the scoops. Cannibal Chief Kraanja Niyorere and his tribe witnessed UFO dog fight in which 3 great big UFOS downed 3 little UFOS, makes sense. We had a goat with milk curds impotence and a whole ton of other stuff. A rude handsman's service is really making great waves with America's housewives. You know, I recently read where there's a nude house-keeping company out there. Some- how, I just can't see myself cleaning blackboards in the stuff. Nope, ain't nobody going to set their eyes on this old boy's "janitorial" except for the "Fabelous Susie" (that's a little joke there, as in "janitor". I'm sorry, I realize that's terrible.

We also had a 91 year old woman, Maria Guarnaco, who was pregnant for 71 years and never knew it. The old buzzard went in the hospital to have some gall stones removed and the doctor took out 2 six pound, rock hard, mammothified fetuses instead. Maybe that's what happened to my wife and the docs caught it, right after her head turned to cement. Anyways, enough on the scoops. It's time to bid all you graduates adieu. I would like to thank Scotty and Fink for giving me this opportunity for being, at my knowledge at least, the only jan- itor in the country who does an ar- ticle for a college paper. I guess that I'd like to leave you with one final note. The world's full of neat stuff for some company it's an hour that you're not seeing these things I'm not saying don't work hard, God knows I put in some ungodly hours myself. What I am saying is, uti- lize your free time like hell...it's precious. Good luck all!

---

**Ultimate Beer Review**

By Rich O'Brien

Staff Writer

Hello, fellow beer connoisseurs and welcome to the last Ultimate Beer Review. Yes, I know you will all long for the beer review when I am gone but alas, I am graduating (hopefully) and will no longer be writing for you.

I would like to bring you my edu- cated opinions on the finest beer served at the Estabrook, in Milwaukee, and I will not say that I do every- thing special for all my fans) I thought about it for a few days and said to myself, "Self, why don't you write a special review for the last edition?" So here it is. After hours of shopping for new and exciting beers, tons of reading and a careful sampling of beer after beer, I have come up with ten beers, most of which I think have not been diffused among the beer drinking public to any great degree.

Oregon LBD. This beer place to start a microbrewery. I would recommend this beer. I would also recommend that you try any of the others made by the Oregon Co.

---
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**Classifieds**

**Room For rent. Available in Needham. June 1st or September 1st. Share bath with a mature bobbin student. Utilities, laundry room, kitchen privileges, dark room and parking are included. Room is cable ready. Call Bob at 449-3933 if interested.

National Summer Storage Company seeks campus representatives and promoters for part-time work during March & April. Earn $1,000 - $2,000 per month working out of your dorm room! Male or Female. For more information call 1-800-362-8524

Customer Service Representatives Wanted

Growing service company in Watertown seeks hard-working, reliable students for Customer Service Representative positions. Positions available for spring and summer. Responsibilities include fielding customer calls, data entry and fil- ing. Excellent communication skills a must. Previous customer service experience is helpful. Potential for long-term career opportunities. Starting pay $6.50 per hour. More information call Susan at (617) 924-2100.**

---

**Pete's Wicked Summer Brew.** Very indicative of a Pete's beer. Excellent golden color and even head. Slightly bitter, just a hint so it is not too bitter. A very refreshing beer on a warm sunny afternoon. This is a very good brew brought to us by the makers of Pete's Wicked Ale, out in the Twin Cities."
The False Awakening/Phenomenon

By Serena Kao
Features Editor

Have you ever woken up in the middle of the night and seen someone standing by the bed? I bet that the person was so real, as indeed they are in dreams, that in the morning you were convinced that you were awake and had really seen them. Dreaming we are awake is known as a ‘false awakening.’ Or how about being in contact with a ghost? I’d like to share my ‘false awakening’ and ‘unnatural phenomenon’ with you. This experience dates back to about three months ago and has occurred ever since.

The night that I had returned from Mexico, my sister and I were reminiscing the events that happened during our trip. After about two hours of laughing, crying, and joking, we decided to head to the back and save the rest of our stories for the next day. I said good night to her as she shut the light off and closed the door. I looked forward to having a long night’s sleep, one that I was deprived of during my vacation. That night I wanted to escape from the reality that I was back home and not on the beach, drinking piña coladas and listening to the sound of crashing waves. Little did I know that an unusual phenomenon was about to occur once I was to close my eyes.

‘This is my false awakening begins.’ I opened my eyes and saw my sister standing by the bed, and she’s continuing the conversation where we had left off before I told her to ‘Shut up and go back to sleep’ because I’m tired and she stands there, not even acknowledging my request.

As my eyes wandered above her head, towards the window, I see the curtain blowing. Then, I begin to hear a moaning sound as the curtain formed into a woman’s head. Her head starts to spin and it is at that moment when I realize that I had to be dreaming, because for once, the window had been closed.

I turned my head to the right and gazed up at the ceiling. The ceiling fan was on and I squinted my eyes to get a better view of what appeared to be a big redont on one of the wings. The rooster starts to move it’s head back and forth. With all of these unnatural events occurring, I tried to put my despair to wake up. This is when the dream ends and the ‘unnatural phenomenon’ begins.

I succeeded in awakening, in matter of two seconds I felt a pressure fixed on my body. I tried to move, scream, anything to release myself, but I couldn’t. After about ten seconds, the pressure was released and without hesitation, I quickly awoke and ran to my sister’s room. Too scared to say or do anything, I closed my eyes and went back to sleep.

There’s an old Chinese belief that when a person dies, his or her soul will not go to heaven or hell, but if there is something preventing them. Instead, their soul will remain where they had experienced a great loss. The Chinese believe that if you ever feel a pressure on your body when you’re sleeping, it means that a ghost is laying on top of you. Many or you may not believe this, but I honestly believe that’s what happened to me.

A very good friend of mine died about three years ago. He was in love with my sister for the longest time but never had the chance to tell her how he felt. After he died, unexplained events were happening in the house. I felt him there each of those times with and the belief that it was because he never told my sister he loved her, his soul continues to remain in this house.

A ‘false awakening’ is more believable than an ‘unnatural phenomenon,’ only because almost everyone has experienced it at least once in their life. Many people say that this ‘Chinese belief’ is crazy and unbelievable but again, an ‘unnatural phenomena’ must be experienced in order to be believed.

Ultimate Beer Review

Continued on page 15

The nation’s second-largest producer of apple and honey, but tastes more like a wine or apple cider. This really did not impress me with my palette, but it was available for purchase.

Grirty McGUIFF’s Best Bitter Ale- This is the worst beer of the lot, in a good way. Bitters are starting to make a comeback in the United States, while they have been popular in England for quite some time. Grirty has a good color, with a pleasant flavor and a little bite for an aftertaste. Pretty good stuff, brought to us by Grirty McGUIFF’s Brewing Company in Portland, Maine. They have a brew pub and I would suggest you stop in if you are ever in Portland. Also try the summer wheat ale (just ask Bartle and Remi). Cellar Raspberries- This beer has an overwhelming raspberry bouquet and flavor. It was very sweet, almost syrupy. The color was a light pink. Overall it wasn’t bad but the raspberry was a little strong. If you try this and like it, I would definitely recommend Fen’s Winter Brew, it has a more subtle refreshing raspberry flavor. The Cellar Raspberries is brought to you by the Cellar Brews in Austin, Texas.

Saranac Chocolate Amber- It had a very chocolatey aroma, with a very dark brown color. You could taste the subtle hint of chocolate. It was very thick, but had little aftertaste, which was quite pleasant. A good spring beer. This beer comes from the E & M. Mink Brewery in Utica, NY, another very popular place to make beer. Overall, this was pretty good and I would recommend it to those of you who
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The Mighty Mighty Bosstones and Ska

By Jon Mathieu
Contributing Writer

I guess it's not much of a surprise that years ago, the Mighty Mighty Bosstones began as their pattern of choice. Much like the design, they are made up of a little bit of this and a little bit of that. More specifically, the Bosstones play their own brand of rock 'n' roll, formally known as ska-core, a term coined by the boys themselves. For the uninformed, ska is the fast, upbeat predecessor of reggae, and core refers to hardcore.

The Bosstones put out their first four albums on local record label, Tang Records, birthplace of The Lemoheads.

Once a part of Mercury Records, the Bosstones put out a EP entitled, Ska-Core, the Devil and More. Here they acknowledged their influences, gave a peak at their past, and pointed the new direction in which the band would go.

With this switch, many hardcore fans were not happy with where they saw the band going. As the case with any "underground" band that got big, they were accused of selling out. Without a doubt, their sound has changed over the years, yet the essence of their music still remains the same.

Despite their powerpacked, and forever popular, catalog, one thing that remains all important when discussing the Bosstones. Without question, the Bosstones put on one of the most powerful, hyper, sweaty shows in all of rock 'n' roll. Believe me, I speak from the experience granted by attending eleven shows. End free to hop on stage, sing along, stank a bit, hop back into the crowd and slam the night away. All of which should be done with style in mind, of course.

The bottom line is that the Mighty Mighty Bosstones are a truly brilliant band. Bosstones, you may not have gotten Live, but you truly did get a sight worth seeing.

On Campus

By David Chun
Staff Writer

All the signs of summer's approach are here. The air's thick with the smell of barbecues and the lawns are crowded with sun worshippers. As the days grow longer, thoughts turn to what to do once school is out and one is confronted with the conundrum of what to do with one's free time. Whether you're trapped here for summer school or working the interim, there's plenty to do; just don't let it get to be spent.

Summer is the traditional season for blockbuster concerts, giving everyone a great opportunity to catch a band or two, so here's a handy guide for all of the major summer concerts.

For the past four years, the summer concert scene has been dominated by Perry Farrell's brainchild, Jane's Addiction. OK, not exactly a biannual parade of sellouts nowadays, but it's still a decent package tour. This year's lineup has yet to be completely confirmed, but so far the lineup includes headliners Sonic Youth, Hole, Cypress Hill, Pavement, Beck, The Jesus Lizard and the Mighty Mighty Bosstones.

I began writing for the paper without a care about what I was writing or what I wrote about. I just needed a place where I could say my peace. A friend who was called "A.I.T Intellectual masturbation." Gradually, thanks to experiences on this campus and certain unexpected circumstances, I began to take a greater interest in the cultural scene at Babson. I have three credits on my transcript that aren't designed for these "artists," like BAC, which gave Babson an evening of black poetry.

The school's attitude to arts is starting to change. Everyone is beginning to see that indeed there are left-brainers around here that don't like black poetry. I suspect that they want to be here as much as everybody else does. Strange, isn't it? Of course, this wouldn't have happened if there weren't people who didn't care. If nobody organized the Other Side, the Dance Ensemble or the Players, then places for the arts on this campus would be extremely scarce and we would all be poorer as a result. Over the past semester, I've tried hard to cover any and all of these events. I'm not claiming that I did a perfect job, but I tried. However, the role of the California and the Southwest, with tentative East Coast dates planned after July. The Deadheads will have to some roadtripping their summer at; The Dead are not planning on hitting any sites further north than Albany, New York, with the Grateful Dead and Bob Dylan on 19th of June. The Beatie Boys will also be conspicuously absent, with the latest tour date planned as a New York appearance on May 24th. The summer closers with Eric Clapton at Worcesters' Centrum on September 16.

Lollapalooza & Co.: A Summer Preview

A Rant on

By Kris Conception
A&E Editor

There are several reasons why someone would choose to work on this paper. There's the free pizza, soda and whatever else we can weave out of our advertisers. There's the salary. There's the camaraderie of working with a team of people who have to face a deadline and twenty pages week after week. Of course, there's the strange feeling of pride and accomplishment from seeing one's name attached to a piece of writing that is being read by the entire campus.

There are some of the reasons that made leaving the paper rather hard. I was hoping that my departure would be quick. Yet, people have inevitably come up to me asking why I'm not working at the paper next year, and I thought that I might as well explain myself to those of you who don't know me, but are curious nonetheless. I have no idea why you might care, but perhaps you might.

The Mighty Mighty Bosstones and Ska

By Jon Mathieu
Contributing Writer

I guess it's not much of a surprise that years ago, the Mighty Mighty Bosstones began as their pattern of choice. Much like the design, they are made up of a little bit of this and a little bit of that. More specifically, the Bosstones play their own brand of rock 'n' roll, formally known as ska-core, a term coined by the boys themselves. For the uninformed, ska is the fast, upbeat predecessor of reggae, and core refers to hardcore.

The Bosstones put out their first four albums on local record label, Tang Records, birthplace of The Lemoheads.

Once a part of Mercury Records, the Bosstones put out an EP entitled, Ska-Core, the Devil and More. Here they acknowledged their influences, gave a peak at their past, and pointed the new direction in which the band would go.

With this switch, many hardcore fans were not happy with where they saw the band going. As the case with any "underground" band that got big, they were accused of selling out. Without a doubt, their sound has changed over the years, yet the essence of their music still remains the same.

Despite their powerpacked, and forever popular, catalog, one thing that remains all important when discussing the Bosstones. Without question, the Bosstones put on one of the most powerful, hyper, sweaty shows in all of rock 'n' roll. Believe me, I speak from the experience granted by attending eleven shows. End free to hop on stage, sing along, stank a bit, hop back into the crowd and slam the night away. All of which should be done with style in mind, of course.

The bottom line is that the Mighty Mighty Bosstones are a truly brilliant band. Bosstones, you may not have gotten Live, but you truly did get a sight worth seeing.
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All the signs of summer's approach are here. The air's thick with the smell of barbecues and the lawns are crowded with sun worshippers. As the days grow longer, thoughts turn to what to do once school is out and one is confronted with the conundrum of what to do with one's free time. Whether you're trapped here for summer school or working the interim, there's plenty to do; just don't let it get to be spent.

Summer is the traditional season for blockbuster concerts, giving everyone a great opportunity to catch a band or two, so here's a handy guide for all of the major summer concerts.

For the past four years, the summer concert scene has been dominated by Perry Farrell's brainchild, Jane's Addiction. OK, not exactly a biannual parade of sellouts nowadays, but it's still a decent package tour. This year's lineup has yet to be completely confirmed, but so far the lineup includes headliners Sonic Youth, Hole, Cypress Hill, Pavement, Beck, The Jesus Lizard and the Mighty Mighty Bosstones.

I began writing for the paper without a care about what I was writing or what I wrote about. I just needed a place where I could say my peace. A friend who was called "A.I.T Intellectual masturbation." Gradually, thanks to experiences on this campus and certain unexpected circumstances, I began to take a greater interest in the cultural scene at Babson. I have three credits on my transcript that aren't designed for these "artists," like BAC, which gave Babson an evening of black poetry.

The school's attitude to arts is starting to change. Everyone is beginning to see that indeed there are left-brainers around here that don't like black poetry. I suspect that they want to be here as much as everybody else does. Strange, isn't it? Of course, this wouldn't have happened if there weren't people who didn't care. If nobody organized the Other Side, the Dance Ensemble or the Players, then places for the arts on this campus would be extremely scarce and we would all be poorer as a result. Over the past semester, I've tried hard to cover any and all of these events. I'm not claiming that I did a perfect job, but I tried. However, the role of the California and the Southwest, with tentative East Coast dates planned after July. The Deadheads will have to some roadtripping their summer at; The Dead are not planning on hitting any sites further north than Albany, New York, with the Grateful Dead and Bob Dylan on 19th of June. The Beatie Boys will also be conspicuously absent, with the latest tour date planned as a New York appearance on May 24th. The summer closers with Eric Clapton at Worcesters' Centrum on September 16.
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There are several reasons why someone would choose to work on this paper. There's the free pizza, soda and whatever else we can weave out of our advertisers. There's the salary. There's the camaraderie of working with a team of people who have to face a deadline and twenty pages week after week. Of course, there's the strange feeling of pride and accomplishment from seeing one's name attached to a piece of writing that is being read by the entire campus.
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el Dopa – Techno with Groove

By Jennifer Longley
Contributing Writer

If you've ever seen a movie in a theater, equipped with THX sound -- that poly-speaker, supercharged, George Lucas invented sound system -- you might remember, as the lights dim and the screen fades to black, an otherworldly wall of what can best be described as cyber-arenas creeping up from the deepest valley of the theatre, enveloping the crowd in a single swoop. Then, as quickly as it appeared, the noise vanishes, leaving behind a screen that reads, "The Audience is Listening." If you replace that sound with a combination of a psyche-delic Middle-Eastern guitar and a barrage of techno-babble soundbites, all wrapped up with an audio quote of "God Bless America... but please hurry!", you might begin to get an idea of the aural intensity of el Dopa. Thus begins Hindi Freck Love, a seven-song EP of groove-driven outfit Think Tree. As the opening sequence seemingly sucks you into the system and captures your attention, the music refuses to let you go until the disc has run its course. You'll have a hard time avoiding the repeat button; it's that good.

From the first line of the album, "We're all dead! products of the shit we've fed! Rather watch the term instead! Further proof that we're all dead! It's obvious that these guys won't be wasting any tracks wallowing in self pity. Rather, both their music and their lyrics demonstrate their angst. When Krishnas bellow, "It's the media mind, mind media mind, media mind! that's been taken!" The west of your mind, most of your mind, most of your mind, you've forsaken" his voice conveys more than the message; it conveys his passion for it.

While a few songs deal with the media, the rest of the tracks from a collection of deeply introspective soliloquies on the play of life. The material alternates between analog and the artificial, such as abortion and the religious right, and personal events, such as insanity and alienation.

By the end of the disc, just as the dust cloud kicked up by the opening sequence begins to settle, the thirty-second delay between the last listed track, "Play God," and the bonus track "Adam10" gives the listener time to digest the first seven songs and prepare for the eighth and final cut. In "Adam10" Krishna assumes the role of a girlfriend's brother who, while in the midst of coming to terms with himself, is coming out of the closet. The song shifts gears not only lyrically, but stylistically as well. Shedding the dark-edged rhythms and crushing guitars, the leftover slack is quickly bolstered by a Roxy-vibes bass line that'll have Dr. Dre calling 411 for bassist Alex Smoller's number. Textured with rich melodic lines, "Adam10" recalls to early el Dopa, where the funk outweighed the hard rock. Now it's the other way around, but just listen, cuz they've still got the funk.

---

"Think of a groovier Rage Against the Machine with samples" ---

---

"God Bless America... but please hurry." ---

---

The Threepenny Opera
Loeb Drama Center, 64 Brattle Street
Harvard Square, Cambridge
May 12 - July 23

I bet American expatriate in the arts presents Bertolt Brecht's fa-
mous adaptation of the Reggae's Opera. An engaging tale of a con-
mum who incurs the wrath of the King of the Reggga, the Threepenny Opera is a timeless musical combining love and revenge in a world filled with backstabbing, betrayal and sexual barter. For tickets or information, call (617) 545-3100.

The Harvard Square Book Festival
Harvard Square, Charles Hotel, and First Parish Church
Harvard Square, Cambridge
May 1 - May 7

What might be a better place to appreciate literature than a book fair in Harvard Square? Chow-down of free readings with the likes of Kevin Samps Tor, Henry Louis Gates Jr., Robert Pinsky, Ed McMahon and Robert Parker, the Harvard Square Book Festival is guaranteed to appeal to both fans of pulp fiction and fine writing. Call (617) 555-8000 for more information.

Henry IV
Shakespeare House, Wellesley College
Wellesley Hills, MA
Apr 28-30

Whether you're there to catch some serious theatre or just because you like watching women dress up as men, you're guaranteed to have a memorable show from Wellesley College's Shakespeare Society. Tickets run for $7 if you're a non-Wellesley student and shows start at 7 p.m. Call the Shakespeare House at (617) 283-7181 if you have any further questions.
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The WFNX 7th Annual
Best Music Poll
May 3

---

Featuring some of the more active bands in the local scene, this annual Awards event is worth going to, even if you don't care about who is going to win. Acts include, Letters to Cleo, Royal Trux, Nad's Atomic Dustbin and The Mighty Mighty Bosstones. The nominees to get around, don't they? It's a full show and tickets go for $15.00.

Shawn Kelly
May 8

---

The lead singer of The Samples will be doing a rare acoustic performance at the Par-

dise Rock Lounge. You've heard him with his electrified band, and now catch him solo. No information on ticket prices or door policy, call Ticketmaster at 931-2000 for help.

---

---
Babson College Spring Weekend 1995

Thursday
4:30 pm  Kick-off Western Theme Dinner
8:00 pm  Comedy Night
Geometry Wallace (1994 Stand-Up Comedian of the Year)
10:00 pm  Hangin' Loose
          Roger's Pub
12:00 am  ZBT Midnight BBQ
          Park Manor Quad

Friday
4:30 pm  The Luau
          (Dinner on the Park Manor South Lawn)
8:00 pm  Mighty Mighty Bosstones
          Knight Auditorium

Saturday
12:00 pm  3rd Annual S.U.R.F. Volleyball Tournament
          Upper Athletic Fields
          Carnival of Fun
          Upper Athletic Fields
          Famous Spring Lunch
          Upper Athletic Fields
4:30 pm  Spring Fling BBQ
          (Dinner on Upper Athletic Fields)
9:00 pm  Ray Boston Beach Party
          Peppino Pavilion

Sunday
11:30 am  Sunday Twist
          (Brunch on Tram)
1:00 pm  Earth Day Celebration
          Park Manor Quad
8:00 pm  Drive-in Movie: Forrest Gump
          Park Manor Quad

Sponsored by Spring Weekend Committee

The Babson Free Press
Athlete Of The Week: Scott Sarian

Newark, and me. Hi Derek!) Car- Ford Escort Simpson's Character- Scrawny Duo Of Witness- Tie (Dennis Fung and Rosa Lopez) Food- Steak and Cheese with BBQ sauce and bacon

This week, the Athlete of the Week Selection Committee had no trouble in selecting the senior from Watertown, MA, Scott Sarian. Some of you might be wondering, is Scott an athlete? The answer is no, but he did manage to grab our attention during the 59th running of the Boston Marathon. He should be an inspiration to us all, as he finished his first ever road race.

The EPS/Marketing major finished in a “blistering” time of 4:43:37, and beat nearly 1000 registered competitors. This time is very impressive seeing that Scott had only been training for two weeks. In those two short weeks, he gradually worked his way up from one mile to a peak of ten miles the week before, less than half of the marathon’s 26.2 mile distance. During the grueling run, Scott was cheered by the numerous Babson fans who lined the streets of Wellesley to see this great runner in action. “I felt great going through Wellesley, Babson people were awesome and really inspired me to keep going. At least until the pain really set in on Newton. I got a stomach ache from eating so many damn oranges on the route.” The fans were excited to see a runner wearing a Babson shirt, hat, shorts, and Oakley shades; “the crowd loves the Babson stuff!”

Although Scott couldn’t walk for two days due to the “blistering” jog, he did manage to return to Babson for a grand celebration. During the ticker tape parade down Map-Hill Drive, Scott was quoted as saying, “This is incredible seeing that I had never trained for the marathon until 2 weeks before. I used to hike a lot, but it’s very different.”

We all wish Scott the best for the future, and hope to see him running in the 100th Boston Marathon next year. As for those plans, Scott commented, “I plan to run it next year if I can qualify.” We all hope so, Scott!

Softball in The New 8

By Nicole Stone Contributing Writer

The Babson softball team ended the season on a high note. On Tuesday, April 25th, the Beavers met Emmanuel College for the final game of the season. They went into the game with a record of 10 wins and 10 losses, and the girls from Babson wanted to finish with a winning record. They did just that and more, beating Emmanuel 11-2 with the mercy rule in effect.

A spring break trip to Fort Myers, Florida served as the stage for this successful season. In Florida, Babson played teams from as close as Curry College, to as far away as Aurora, Illinois. Even though it was their first time playing outside this year, the team looked good, splitting their six games (1-1). Since returning to Babson, the softball team has been consistent and all members have put in equal contributions. They returned home with not only a 1-1 record, but also with a renewed energy for friendship and team spirit. Captain Eileen Barrett, Patricia O’Connell, and Leah Oxen, the three seniors on this squad, were valuable assets and will definitely be missed next season.

On Tuesday, April 11, the Beavers faced Framingham State. Babson won 8-6, bringing Sophomore pitcher Michelle Parente’s record to 5-5. Three players had great showings at the plate, batting .400 for the day and driving in two runs a piece.

This win was the key to a successful stretch run, and enabled Babson to make the New 8 Tournament. The New 8 tournament starts tonight and Babson will be playing at Brandeis College. Be proud of your softball team and wish them luck in the New 8 tournament this year.

Congratulations Seniors!

Thank you for four years of participating in organizations and events that make Babson a better place.

Good luck in your new ventures!

Patrick O’Day
Jane McSweeney
Donna Zinn
Christy-Rae Jacobsen
Chris MacDonald
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**Sarian Files - One Last Time**

By Scott Sarian
Managing Editor

Four years and many stressful deadlines later, I sit at the computer writing my last-ever Sarian Files. This article has been quite a favorite of many readers, and to everyone who ever read some of the Sarianisms which spewed from me each week, thank you. Before we get too happy here, on to the article which has brought me fame and fortune on campus. OK, maybe fame. Well, someone out there read it at least, right? One other thing before starting: congratulations to the few other Babson people (John Sciple and a few others I don't know) who finished the Marathon, and anyone who ran some of it. You all deserve a lot of credit.

 remembered the old phrase "Can't tell the players without your scorecard?" Boy, will that ever be true down on Yawkey Way this season. I am kind of upset that I won't hear this over the PA system on Opening Day - "Now batting, number 2, Fookie Bernstein." It just has a certain ring to it.

- The best scene from last Friday's halftime tribute to Celtic legends: two of the current Celtics stood in the dressing room3

- Can anyone believe Cleveland is the odds-on favorite to win the AL Central? The Tribe has just been too bad for too long to be taken for real. Much like Quebec in hockey, save your money or bet against 'em. A message to all you Red Sox bashers out there: go back and watch a tape of Opening Day. How's this one sound: "Casanova and Wisten and the Sox'll be hittin'," or maybe "Selle and Clemens then pray to the heavens." OK, maybe not.

- The talk around the Hub is Fenway Park has as good a doc at seeing the 21st century as dukakis had at winning the presidency. (Then again, if it weren't for the Willie Horton thing, who knows?) This can't be - Fenway finally has good food this year, even clam chowder! They can't close it now!

**Ireland For $350**

Cultural Exchange Program, 7 nights lodging and all meals. A summer of fun in Ireland awaits you. For more information call Michael Tel. (508) 698-0465 or Fax (508) 543-3263.
Sarian Files-
One Last Time

—Continued from page 21—

Alright, enough sports talk. I need the rest of this article to address another topic. Graduation is right around the corner for myself and 319 other seniors. Commencement means the end of schoolwork, the end of late-night studying, dorm parties, and bad roommates. But commencement also means the beginning. The beginning of a career, the beginning of a new residence, the beginning of an entirely new life. College has been great to all of us, and we all have formed many wonderful friendships which will last far beyond the barriers of the 02157 zip code. I have spent four fantastic years attending Babson, and although I have always commuted from Watertown, I have spent enough time here to realize I'll miss this place. Whether it be a late night at the Free Press or a call to settle a sports bet, there are many great memories I will take with me from Babson. To everyone I have encountered over the past four years and helped in forming my great recollections of this school, thanks. I hope the next four years can be just as enjoyable as the past four. Good luck to one and all.

Shaffer's Goals Crush Bentley

By David Omorogo
Staff Writer

The Babson men's lacrosse team is preparing for the final stretch of the season. After eleven games, the Beavers have compiled a 7-4 record. They pulled off two significant wins against Bentley and Wheaton before losing to Connecticut College on Saturday. The three remaining games on the regular season schedule are of utmost importance to the Beavers. If they can "run the table" and end the season 10-4, then a trip to ECACS is possible.

After crushing Wheaton 19-4, the Beavers traveled to Waltham to face archrival Bentley for a game under the lights. This game turned out to be a heated battle as Bentley rolled to a four goal lead at the half. With Josh Shaffer leading the charge, Babson fought their way back into the game and eventually took the lead for good in the second half. Shaffer, the leading scorer in Division III lacrosse, pierced the Falcons with eight goals. This was a huge win for the Beavers as Bentley is a Division II squad.

Men's lax kicks ass!

Riding the momentum of a winning streak, Babson met powerhouse Connecticut College last Saturday. Connecticut came into the game #1 in their league with an impressive record of 9-1. After one period the score was 2-2, and the Beavers clearly showed that they were not intimidated. However, Connecticut took a three goal lead in the second and never looked back, taking the game by a score of 11-6. Shaffer and Tim Henry added two goals each in a losing cause while Kevin O'Connor had an impressive 19 saves in front of the net.

Babson will face Western New England College, Colby, and Merrimack in their remaining games. They are relatively healthy going into this final stretch of the season. If they can stay injury-free and play strong the rest of the way, they should be in good position for post-season play.

GOOD LUCK ON FINALS TO ALL!

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 1995!

Here's looking forward to a great Senior Week, a wonderful commencement, and a future as bright as your four years at Babson.

We will miss you! Good Luck from the Office of Student Affairs,
Shanda Calhoun, Lisa Craig, Karen Cruickshank, Joe Ford, Carol Hacker, Karen Kus, Gina Lucente and Paula Rooney

The Babson Free Press
Baseball Predictions for 1995

By Marc Collica
Contributing Writer

Now that the real players are back, I can once again make my invaluable predictions on who is going to go to the top and who is going to be hanging around in the cellar. Even though the small market teams have been dumping players for money, the divisions look fairly competitive.

American East
1. New York - They look unbeatable as long as they stay healthy (Jimmie Key, Melido Perez, and John Wetteland especially). Showalter's mind and Steinbrenner's checkbook give them the division.
2. Baltimore - They will keep it close down the stretch but all of their pitchers have question marks next to them. They should be good enough to get the wild card spot.
3. Toronto - The middle of the lineup is still there but they will be carrying 3 youngsters (Shawn Green in left, Alex Gonzalez at short, and Delgado behind the plate). David Cone will experience the Cy Young jinx and flop in his second tour with the Blue Jays.
4. Boston - If the Red Sox are going to win they better get the good versions of Valentin, Nazario, Greenwell, and Canseco (the one that isn't on the DL, all the time).

American Central
1. Cleveland - No, this is not a misprint. The Indians were on their way to putting their history behind them last year when they were so rudely interrupted by the strike in August.
2. Chicago - The loss of McDowell to the Yankees and Franco to Japan is going to hurt more than Thomas can help. Jim Abbott is a great guy but he doesn't have it anymore, and Jason Bere will slump in his sophomore year in the majors.
3. Milwaukee - Solid if not spectacular. If Darryl Hamilton returns to form and Matt Mieske and John Jaha deliver then they might contend.
4. Minnesota - The potential is there. The Twins win when they look like they have nothing and they like collecting World Series rings every four years (87, 91).

American West
1. Seattle - This was written when Randy Johnson was still on the team. Griffey volunteered to take a pay cut if it means keeping the big unit. If he goes then so does any chance of the Mariners winning the west.
2. Texas - I'll go with the Rangers for second place and maybe more because I think Juan Gonzalez is going to have a monster year. Oops, never mind, Juan is gone for the first month with back problems but I'll stay with them for Mickey Tettleton's sake.
3. Oakland - They remembered being really good with a 99-63 back when Dave Stewart, Mike Gallego, Rick Honeycutt, and Greg Cadaret were on the team so they went and signed them back as free agents. The question is, do they have anything left?
4. California - They might not be as bad as they look. They will be worse. When Finley is traded to the Red Sox it will all but guarantee the Angels last place. Prospects should be ready by next year.

National East
1. Atlanta - No surprise here. If they ever get a hold of a consistent closer they will walk away with the division. I also see a M.V.P. trophy with the Crime Dog's name on it.
2. Montreal - They lost four all-stars and you know what...they still look pretty good. If Mel Rojas gets some setup help from the pen, Moses Alon and the rest should be well enough to take the wild card spot.
3. New York - The Mets are starting to look like a baseball team again. Their pitchers are coming along but will not be strong enough for this year.
4. Philadelphia - This team is not without its talent but you can tell the injury bug is going to be a problem for these guys. Gregg Jefferies could set records for most errors in left field.

National Central
1. Cincinnati - They led the National League in batting last year and there is no reason for them not to do it again. Once they sort out who is going to play what roles in the bullpen the Big Red Machine will be ready to roll over the rest of the Central Division.
2. St. Louis - The Cardinals are going to come close but not quite. Too many of their pitchers are inconsistent. If Tom Henke has one more year in him then maybe, just maybe.
3. Houston - A solid team that might have enough to win if things go their way. Bagwell is going to need help from his team mates if they are going to be better than mediocre.
4. Pittsburgh - The Pirates signed Dan Plesac to be their closer for $1.3 million dollars. If you can explain this as having any kind of logical basis please call me at ext. 6535.

National West
1. San Diego - Don't ask me how they did it. The Padres have risen from the dead and all of a sudden look like favorites to win the West. A big part of their hopes will depend on production from the Astro castaways (I'm not going to list all 6 of them).
2. Los Angeles - Their pitchers have the stuff of champions. We just have to wait and see if they can deliver on their potential. Look for yet another Rookie of the Year award going to one of their new outfielders.
3. Colorado - Dante Bichette, Andres Galarraga, and Larry Walker make a scary 3, 4, 5 in the middle of the order. The team is good enough to win the West in only their third year of existence but I don't see it happening.
4. San Francisco - Barry Bonds and Matt Williams can slug it out with the best of them but their pitching was left incredibly thin when all of their best pitchers left as free agents.

THE AWARD WINNING

239 BEAVER ST.

FINAL EPISODE WILL BE AIRING

THURSDAY MAY 4th AT 10:00 PM

COME WATCH AT THE PUB OR ON
CABLE CHANNEL 13

-The Dallas Free Press-